
BJ-J3 Cub – SCRATCHBUILD PROCESS:

Building the WINGS

Prep the Wings:
(1) Dig out the foam for the servo and wing spar placments.

(2) Put a double bevel on leading edge

(3) Use a BBQ skewer to add score marks to the 2 lines that will make the top foil of the wing.

(4) Bevel along aileron and make sure it can move both up and down smoothly (at least 20 deg. In both directions)

Repeat steps for second wing!

Next glue both wing spars in half and be sure to do a dry fit in the wings.



Make sure the angled part of the spar is installed toward the inside of the wing (away from servo)

Once you're happy with how it looks, glue 'em in!

Instaling the Servos:

Please note: The linkage stoppers for both ailerson are installed on the 3rd hole from the inside-

and on the middle hole on the FT control horns.



Glue in the servo in the designated area. Make sure the servo wires run on the

TRAILING EDGE side of the wing spar, so they can exit without any issues through the

hole in the middle of the forged halves.

Folding the Wings:

These wings are assembeled with the exact same steps as the FT-Spitfire. 

Before adding any glue make sure everying is ready to be folded over. 

Start by gently folding the top back and forming the shape the wing will take over the spar.

Be carefull in this process and don't rush any of the forming.

Once everything looks like it will form well, apply glue to the leading edge, 

on the top of the spar and on the top of the sevo.



Then quickly begin your first fold. 

Flip the wing upside down and make sure the bottom and top plate are parrellel to eachother.

I like to have the spar hanging off the side of the work surface so it does not get damaged or squished

Once everything is dry/cooled, the next step is to fold back the top section.

Apply glue to the areas marked in RED in the pic below. (along the opened edge and along

the trailing edge)



Then quickly make your last fold. 

While holding this one you can have the bottom down and make sure the trailing edge of

the top foil is flush with the work surface

Repeat the same steps with second wing half!

Merging the Two Wing Halves:

For a proper fit you can gently rub the inside of both halves, right above the spar. (see below)

This will help with a nice clean fit when the wings are assembled.

Do a few dry fits with the wings to make sure everything is lining up.

When ready apply glue to the following areas in RED and merge wings!



Then quickly join the two wing halves and apply inward pressure on both halves.

Place the included 2 1/2" Dihedral Guage included under one of the wingtips, and  hold

the other half of the wing flat against the work surface. This will set your dihedral 

in the wing.

Adding a layer of hot glue to the top and bottom of the joints will greatly

increase the strength of the wing.

You can use popsicle sticks, but I like to put a couple BBQ skwers on the

 trailing edge (more descrete). This is so the rubber band that hold the

wing on during flight don't rip through or smash the foam.



The last step is to add a layer of packing tape (or extreeme packing tape as shown)

to the wing joints. This will ensure these wing WILL NEVER separate!

Your wings are now done and you can begin to install your push/pull rods

and controll horns! (I usually install on middle hole on FT controll horns)




